ESS
Electronic Services System – Standards Subcommittee Meeting

Agenda
January 18, 2022
Teleconference
10:00 A.M. to 12:00 PM


Welcome and Introductions



July 15, 2021 Meeting Summary – Approval



ESS 28E Transition Update



Software Development Update
o Payment
o E-Submission Submitter Interface
o E-Submission Recorder Interface
o Payment-E-Submission Admin Interface
o Image Management
o Lock Functions
o New Developments



Search Engine Development Planning
o User Management
o Search Workflow



Legislative Update
o Ground Water Hazard Policy
o Smart Contracts Policy
o Terms of Use Policy



PRIA Policy Discussion Update
o PRIA Operating Rules
o Restrictive Covenants



Recording Income and Expenses Study
o Status Update



Subcommittee Member Topics



Adjournment
Next Regular Meeting:

April 19, 2022 (Possible Face-to-Face)

Standards Subcommittee Agenda – Updated 011722
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ESS Standards Subcommittee
Meeting Summary
July 17, 2021
Participants
Joan McCalmant, Linn County Recorder
Jolynn Goodchild, Plymouth County Recorder
Deb Winke, Allamakee County Recorder
Janelle Schneider, Adair County Recorder
Mindy Fitzgibbon, Henry County Recorder Ashten Wittrock, Carroll County Recorder
Other Participants
Kathy Jurries, Calhoun County Recorder
Lisa Long, Iowa Land Records
Kati Ross, Iowa Land Records

Phil Dunshee, Iowa Land Records
Leah Champion, Iowa Land Records

Welcome
A meeting of the ESS Standards Subcommittee was held via web conference.
April Meeting Summary
The Subcommittee reviewed the April 22, 2021 meeting summary. Joan McCalmant made a
motion to approve. Janelle Schneider seconded, and the motion was approved.
ESS 28E Amendment
The Project Manager presented a near‐final draft version of the ESS 28E, pointing out various
amendments and their impacts. New language cross‐references session law that was adopted
and allows for future amendments to occur without legislative oversight. Additionally,
amendments were made regarding stakeholder representation on the governing board, the
acceptance of electronic voting methods, and a few other minor changes. Jolynn Goodchild
made a motion to recommend the Coordinating Committee approve the 28E Agreement
amendments. Deb Winke seconded the motion, and the motion was approved.
ESS Software Development Procurement
HF837 – Submission Budget Flexibility
The Subcommittee was informed of the final language included in House File 837. The language
clarified the fees for E‐Submission and resolved some ambiguity in the previous statute. A
report is also required by January 2022.
Vendor Contract/Work Authorization Update
The Project Manager informed the Subcommittee that he is negotiating a work authorizations
with Lean Techniques to update our payment application and with We Write Code to help with
development of the E‐Submission Submitter application. These software development vendors
will be paid using funds from reserve funds.
E‐Submission Interface Development Workflow/Interface Review
The Project Manager provided an update on several ongoing development projects. The hiring
of a third developer, in addition to working with these software development vendors should
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provide a faster process for completing projects associated with the new interface and
workflow updates.
Policies and Procedures
Chapter 1 – Comprehensive
The Project Manager provided draft updates to the Policies and Procedures document in order
to better reflect the amended 28E agreement. Some of the substantive changes include
replacing the executive board with the Coordinating Committee as the ILR governing board,
adding various terms and definitions, and removing references to back scanning from the
official mission statement. A motion was made by Joan McCalmant to recommend adoption of
the amendments to Chapter 1 of Policies and Procedures. Amendments related to the 28E
agreement would be effective subject to the approval of the 28E amendment and made
January 1, 2022. The motion was seconded by Mindy Fitzgibbon, and it was approved.
Chapter 7 – Terms of Use
A recommendation was made by the Project Manager to amend Chapter 7 of the Portal’s
Policies and Procedures document. Proposed amendments clarify rules for users of the land
record search application, and actions that would be taken if a user does not conform to the
published rules. The Subcommittee discussed various possibilities and a motion was made by
Joan McCalmant to recommend approval of the amendments to Chapter 7 as presented. The
motion was seconded by Jolynn Goodchild, and it was approved.
Section 6.7 – SF 342 – Information Shielding
The Subcommittee discussed the implications and processes to put in place in light of the
recently passed legislation known as the “Back the Blue” bill. Participants were provided with a
draft of a standard form for recorders to use to accept requests for redaction. A motion was
made by Joan McCalmant to approve the recommended form for standard use across counties
pending minor updates. Janelle Schneider seconded the motion. The motion was approved.
Section 5.4 Electronically Signed Documents and Notarial Acts and Smart Documents (Block
Chain)
The Project Manager reminded the Subcommittee that Iowa accepts Smart Contracts, remote
notarization, and electronic signatures. A policy change was proposed to clarify that these
elements shall be accepted in documents when presented for recording. Joan McCalmant made
a motion to approve the recommended policy, and Deb Winke seconded. The motion was
approved.
Exemption Workflow Change
The Subcommittee discussed altering the workflow for exemptions, eliminating the ability for
recorders to change exemptions. If adopted, the best practice would be to decline any
document with an exemption error.
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PRIA Policy Discussion Update
PRIA Operating Rules
The Subcommittee was informed of recent efforts made to encourage more open and
transparent processes within the PRIA organization.
Submitter Best Practices
The Subcommittee was asked to review the latest draft of the PRIA Best Practices for
Submitters document and to submit comments and feedback on the elements represented in
the document.
Recording Income and Expenses Study
Recorders are still encouraged to participate in part three of the recording income and
expenses study. Data has not yet been analyzed and compiled for review.
The meeting was adjourned at 2:14PM.
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ESS/Iowa Land Records
8711 Windsor Parkway, Suite 2
Johnston, Iowa 50131

August 10, 2021

To:

ESS Coordinating Committee

From: Phil Dunshee, ILR Project Manager
Re:

Search Engine User Registration and System Usage

As we have reported in previous meetings, in the past year we have been more closely monitoring user
activity and have observed users who are exceeding the number of searches and image views allowed
under the ESS Terms of Use. We have also observed users who are taking actions to circumvent these
rules by creating multiple or fictitious user accounts, or by using a VPN to access the system from foreign
IP addresses. In response to these prohibited user actions, the ILR team has taken steps to either block
user accounts, or limit access from certain IP addresses. In many cases we will attempt to inform users of
the Terms of Use and the potential consequences which may include blocking or blacklisting their
accounts. There are users who continue to abuse the system after being warned, blocked, or blacklisted
by creating different user accounts or using a different IP address or VPN.
The proposed amendments to the Terms of Use are intended to more clearly describe activities which are
prohibited, but this is unlikely to fully resolve the problem if the Iowa Land Records portal continues to
have an open registration system.
Some near-term steps are being planned as we begin to invest more resources in the maintenance of the
ILR portal and search engine. These steps include a modification to the software to programmatically limit
the number of searches per day by user account, and to remove the ability of users to perform
simultaneous multi-county or statewide searches. Multi-county or statewide searches are rarely
successful, and they stretch the resources of the system and diminish the quality of the search
experience for other users.
Going forward we will be exploring options for converting the open registration system to a controlled
registration process. This would involve some form of user application process and an administrative
action by ILR before a new account may be created. Validation of both IP addresses and the identity of
the applicant may be required. A controlled registration system may also involve the re-establishment of
organizational accounts. Identity verification may also involve providing valid payment information, even
though Iowa Land Records is prohibited from charging a fee for land records search services. Additional
staff resources will be required to administer any controlled registration system.

Action Requested: No action is requested at this time. The ILR team is seeking guidance from the
Committee about this issue, and it is anticipated that the topic will be discussed with stakeholders and
policy makers.
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27.

Transparency Policy – 12/16/2020

Purpose: To maintain openness and transparency in actions to be taken by the Board of
Directors and to communicate approved board actions directly to the membership.
Policy:







28.

Post to the members‐only section of the PRIA website before each monthly board
meeting, a board binder for review by all members. The board binder includes the
agenda, previous meeting minutes, monthly financial reports and other documents
relative to the board agenda.
Make information available about plans, decisions, policies, and operating practices. .
Provide information about PRIA governance, finances and actions taken by the Board of
Directors.
Make information easy to find, relevant, accurate and, wherever possible, self‐
explanatory.
Provide any member in good standing additional background and detail regarding Board
decisions, providing disclosing additional information is not in violation of any legal or
contractual obligations. The Board will provide the additional information and meet
with the member to discuss any concerns or input the member may have.

Advocacy Policy – 01/20/2021

Purpose: To establish a policy to guide the PRIA Officers and Board of Directors when
considering advocacy efforts.
PRIA has advocated on topics of importance to the industry overall. This collaboration has been
ongoing and benefits both PRIA and its partners. Several examples are:








PRIA developed materials to be used at the state level to educate legislators and the
industry on the Uniform Real Property Electronic Recording Act (URPERA) and
predictable recording fees.
PRIA has been actively involved with the Uniform Law Commission in considering
model legislation on behalf of the industry, including URPERA, the Revised Uniform
Law on Notarial Acts (RULONA), and the Uniform Home Foreclosure Procedures.
PRIA wrote model legislation for dealing with military discharge papers and the
Social Security Number and Privacy Protection Act (SSNAPP) regarding personally
identifiable information in recordable documents.
PRIA members have met with federal legislators to educate them about the issues
associated with a national database for land records.
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Policy: PRIA may choose to take a position on industry‐related issues by educating and sharing
knowledge or research with legislators, regulators, the judiciary, and other entities. These
advocacy efforts may come from a member request, from an industry partner, or be initiated
by PRIA in response to proposed actions affecting the property records industry.
Government and business perspectives are often aligned, but also may differ. PRIA’s advocacy
efforts should not disenfranchise either government or business members. Generally, PRIA will
only engage at the state level upon a request from a member.
Requests should be routed to PRIA’s Chief Staff Officer for processing They will then be directed
to PRIA’s Officers for consideration and to the PRIA Board of Directors, as the elected
representatives of the entire membership.
Recognizing requests for support may be time‐sensitive, the officers or board will determine
the appropriate response. If there are known conflicts in the views of PRIA members, generally
PRIA will not take a position. PRIA may respond to requests for support by referencing resource
documents, directing the requesting party to a group currently at work on the topic or to
subject matter experts.
The officers and board will apprise the membership of advocacy actions through established
PRIA communication channels.
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From: stevie pria.us <stevie@pria.us>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:07 AM
To: phil@clris.com
Cc: Jerry Lewallen <jerry@goepn.com>; Carol Foglesong ‐ Orange Co. Comptroller’s Office
(carol.foglesong@gmail.com) <carol.foglesong@gmail.com>; Marc L. Aronson <maronson@notary.org>;
Steve McDonald (stevemcdonald30102@gmail.com) <stevemcdonald30102@gmail.com>; Teresa Kiel
<tkiel@co.guadalupe.tx.us>; Kelly Romeo (kromeo@alta.org) <kromeo@alta.org>;
lburtness@figure.com; Gerald Smith (GSmith4@stlouisco.com) <GSmith4@stlouisco.com>; Jim
Thompson <cso@pria.us>
Subject: PRIA Operating Rules

Good morning, Phil:

Following up on your email sent Monday, January 3, no one from the taskforce has expressed interest in
conducting another review of any aspect of the Transparency Policy which we worked on during the
December 9 call. The consensus is to begin today’s call, as planned, with the Advocacy Policy.

When the Operating Rules are presented to the board for final approval, Jerry will note the exception
you presented so the board is aware there was not 100 percent buy‐in from all of the taskforce
members on the Transparency Policy and, thus, can take further action if they so desire.

Onward and upward!

Stevie
**********************

From: phil@clris.com
Sent: Monday, January 3, 2022 5:27 PM
To: 'Lindsay Laufersweiler ' <llaufersweiler@webstercountyia.org>; 'denise baker'
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<dbaker@co.wright.ia.us>; 'Jolynn Goodchild ' <JGoodchild@co.plymouth.ia.us>; 'Jamie Stargell'
<adamsrecorder@adamscountyia.com>; 'Nancy Booten' <nbooten@LeeCounty.org>; 'Melissa Bahnsen'
<mbahnsen@cedarcounty.org>; 'Julie Haggerty' <Julie.Haggerty@polkcountyiowa.gov>; NATALIE
STEFFENER <STEFFENERN@DMCOUNTY.COM>; Travis Case <Travis.Case@GrundyCountyIowa.gov>; Kim
Painter <kpainter@johnsoncountyiowa.gov>; 'McCalmant, Joan' <Joan.McCalmant@linncounty.org>;
'John Murphy' <John.Murphy@dubuquecounty.us>; Stacie L. Herridge
<SHerridge@storycountyiowa.gov>; Amy Assink <aassink@floydcoia.org>;
sheri.jones@jonescountyiowa.gov
Subject: RE: PRIA Update

For the record, this was sent to the PRIA leadership/operating rules work group at the close of business
today. Thanks to everyone who shared your perspectives with me before it was sent.

Have a great evening!

Phil
***************************

From: phil@clris.com
Sent: Monday, January 3, 2022 5:21 PM
To: Stevie Kernick stevie@imiae.com; Larry Burtness lburtness@figure.com
Cc: Teresa Kiel tkiel@co.guadalupe.tx.us; maronson@notary.org; carol.foglesong@gmail.com;
jerry@GOePN.com; kelly@alta.org; Smith, Gerald GSmith2@stlouisco.com; Steve McDonald
(stevemcdonald30102@gmail.com) stevemcdonald30102@gmail.com
Subject: PRIA Operating Rules

Hello!
I hope everyone has had a good holiday and is ready for this New Year!

During the last meeting the group reviewed the Transparency Policy, and sometime during the
discussion a message was posted in the chat pod asking me, and I’m paraphrasing, “Phil, what exactly
would you suggest?” At least I think that is what was implied. The simple answer is this: We believe that
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the Membership of PRIA should be provided with advance notice of any substantive action on a policy
that would affect either the government or private sector.

There are a few phrases in that statement that can be unpacked.

First, what is “substantive”? An example of a policy that currently does receive advanced notice to the
membership is any policy paper or best practice. Those are subject to the 30‐day review and the
Membership does have the opportunity to express their opinions about them before they are finalized.
This seems to be a practice that is widely supported within the organization (although perhaps more
members could take advantage of this opportunity). Something simple like this could be codified in the
operating rules (is the 30 day review in the operating rules somewhere?). Another example might be a
policy to endorse certain legislation or a government administrative rule. A recent example that could
be cited is the PRIA Board’s decisions to endorse the SECURE Notarization Act. Without getting into the
weeds, an important element of that legislation is to make federal policy supersede state policy. In the
case of Iowa, our state legislature and Governor have adopted policies on remote notarization and
therefore the legislation would seem to have little additional impact. But that isn’t the case nationwide.
The question here is not about whether we support remote notarization – we do! But we’re much less
sure it is a good idea to have PRIA set the precedent for endorsing federal legislation to supersede state
policy. Remote notarization today, and then what’s next? There may be other substantive topics that
merit advanced engagement with the membership, but endorsement or advocacy for or against any
state or federal policy definitely belongs on the list.

Second, what is “advanced notice”. It was mentioned on the last call that the posting of the Board
Binder a few days before each Board meeting is more than sufficient. Make no mistake. We believe the
decision to post the Board binders in the member’s area of the website was a positive step forward to
provide transparency. This has been much appreciated. But if the purpose of posting information is to
engage the membership in a discussion about the policy BEFORE it is adopted, then it is insufficient.
Again, paraphrasing, but someone made the comment in the last call that if the members don’t take the
initiative to look at the Board binder before each meeting, well, … so sorry. We don’t agree with this
position. PRIA members, particularly government members who are fully occupied with their regular
responsibilities, deserve the courtesy of some genuine advanced notice with an invitation to comment
prior to any substantive action of the Board. The existing 30‐day notice for most PRIA work products is a
good starting point for this idea.

A comment we’ve heard in this discussion is that sometimes time is “of the essence” and in some cases
it is necessary for a Board to take action without an extensive conversation with the Membership. We
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understand and accept this. Sometimes a governing board must make its best judgement about what to
do. But this should be exceptional, not ordinary. PRIA is a Membership organization. What is desired is a
culture that is firmly committed to seeking the engagement of the Membership in decision‐making, and
with it a Membership that is committed to participating in the discussion.

One way to do this, and there may be others, is to substitute the following language for the second
bullet in the transparency section. It currently reads: “Make information available about plans,
decisions, policies, and operating practices.”

It could be: “Proactively provide notice to the membership about any pending plans, decisions, policies,
advocacy and operating practices. Such notice should be provided not less than 30 days in advance of
any action or decision. If the Board determines that immediate action is required, the Membership
should be notified of the action as soon as possible accompanied by an explanation about why
immediate action was necessary. Thereafter the Board shall engage in communications with the
Membership about the action, the reasons for the action, and any modification which may be
appropriate based on input received from the Membership.”

I hope you receive this in the constructive spirit that is intended. Consider this as you see fit. Thank you
so much. Looking forward to the next discussion on the “advocacy” policy.
Have a great week!
Phil
********************
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From: phil@clris.com
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:21 AM
To: stevie pria.us <stevie@pria.us>
Cc: Jerry Lewallen <jerry@goepn.com>; Carol Foglesong ‐ Orange Co. Comptroller’s Office
(carol.foglesong@gmail.com) <carol.foglesong@gmail.com>; Marc L. Aronson <maronson@notary.org>;
Steve McDonald (stevemcdonald30102@gmail.com) <stevemcdonald30102@gmail.com>; Teresa Kiel
<tkiel@co.guadalupe.tx.us>; Kelly Romeo (kromeo@alta.org) <kromeo@alta.org>;
lburtness@figure.com; Gerald Smith (GSmith4@stlouisco.com) <GSmith4@stlouisco.com>; Jim
Thompson <cso@pria.us>
Subject: RE: PRIA Operating Rules

Thanks Stevie,
Sounds like it was discussed through some means, and so appreciate the consideration. Somewhat
disappointing, but not surprising. Also appreciate your willingness to go on record as declining the
suggestion.

We might feel differently about the Advocacy policy had further work been done in the transparency
section. But as it stands, concerns remain about the Advocacy policy. In our opinion, PRIA should be
neutral territory, not an instrument for advocating what the various interest groups can do for
themselves. Advise and assist – yes. Advocate and lobby the Congress, Executive Branch and state
houses – no.

There you have it. That should save you some time in the meeting today.

Be well friends!

Phil
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110 Horizon Drive, Suite 210, Raleigh, NC 27615
919.459.2081
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T

Restrictive Covenants
(# draft, Date of Issue)

R

www.pria.us

DATE Disclaimer: This is a proposed‐for‐adoption draft.

D

There are still known deficiencies in format which PRIA’s Style Committee will clean up following final approval.)
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PROPERTY RECORDS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
Copyright Notice, License, Disclaimer
For
Incomplete Work
November 2021

A. COPYRIGHT NOTICE: Copyright © 2021 – Property Records Industry Association (“PRIA”). All rights
reserved.
B.

LICENSE: This draft document (the “Incomplete Work”) is made available by PRIA to members and the
general public for review, evaluation and comment only. This document is under development and not a
final version.

AF
T

PRIA grants any user (“Licensee”) of the Incomplete Work a worldwide, royalty‐free, non‐exclusive license
(“License”) to reproduce the Incomplete Work in copies, and to use the Incomplete Work and all such
reproductions solely for purposes of reviewing, evaluating and commenting upon the Incomplete Work.
NO OTHER RIGHTS ARE GRANTED UNDER THIS LICENSE AND ALL OTHER RIGHTS ARE EXPRESSLY RESERVED
TO PRIA. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, PRIA does not grant any right to: (i) prepare
proprietary derivative works based upon the Incomplete Work, (ii) distribute copies of the Incomplete
Work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or (iii) display the Incomplete Work publicly.
Comments on the Incomplete Work must be sent to PRIA.

R

Any reproduction of the Incomplete Work shall reproduce verbatim the above copyright notice, the entire
text of this License and the entire disclaimer below under the following header:

D

This document includes Incomplete Works developed by PRIA and some of its contributors, subject to
PRIA License. “PRIA” is a trade name of the “Property Records Industry Association.” No reference to
PRIA or any of its trademarks by Licensee shall imply endorsement of Licensee's activities and products.
C. DISCLAIMER: THIS INCOMPLETE WORK IS PROVIDED "AS IS.” PRIA AND THE AUTHORS OF THIS
INCOMPLETE WORK MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES (i) EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, TITLE OR NON‐INFRINGEMENT; (ii) THAT THE CONTENTS OF SUCH INCOMPLETE WORK ARE
FREE FROM ERROR OR SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; AND, (iii) THAT IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH
CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD‐PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER
RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT WILL PRIA OR ANY AUTHOR OF THIS INCOMPLETE WORK BE LIABLE TO ANY
PARTY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES FOR ANY USE OF THIS
INCOMPLETE WORK, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY LOST PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION,
LOSS OF PROGRAMS OR OTHER DATA ON ANY INFORMATION HANDLING SYSTEM OR OTHERWISE,
EVEN IF PRIA OR THE AUTHORS, OR ANY STANDARD‐SETTING BODY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS
INCOMPLETE WORK ARE EXPRESSLY ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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PRIA Discriminatory Restrictive Covenants Paper
Restrictive covenants are commonly used in land records documents. From homeowner associations to
individual conveyance documents, covenants, conditions, and restrictions (CC&Rs) regulate and/or limit
activities on properties. However, in the past few years, attention has been refocused on restrictive
covenants that are discriminatory in nature. These discriminatory covenants restricted who could own
property based on factors such as race, religion, and national origin.
The use of restrictive covenants in America can be traced to the post‐Civil War period and adoption of
the 14th Amendment in 1868. In fact, the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) recommended inclusion
of restrictive covenants on properties it insured from 1934 to 1948.
The landmark Supreme Court decision in Shelley v. Kraemer in 1948 ruled that restrictive covenants
based on race or religion contradict the 14th Amendment and are therefore unenforceable. This legal
precedent was codified in statute 20 years later by the provisions of the 1968 Fair Housing Act.

AF
T

Despite case law and federal statutes rendering these discriminatory covenants as unenforceable, the
offending language still exists in countless documents in the public land records. Today there is
discussion to remove this offensive and harmful language from historical land records.

R

Depending on the approach, such efforts to remove discriminatory language can be detrimental to
maintaining the historic public record and run contrary to the laws governing land records. The role of
the recorder is to create a permanent, unaltered record of the transaction that is maintained in‐
perpetuity. Additionally, the various forms in which land records have been archived present an
obstacle for removing this language from the recorded document. For example, how do you redact a
few words or sentences from a microfilm image?

D

PRIA and other trade associations, such as the American Land Title Association (ALTA), have been
tracking the various proposals that have been either introduced or adopted by state legislatures. These
proposals fall into the following four categories.
Notification posted by county offices on websites and at record access points indicating the historical
land records may contain harmful content in illegal and unenforceable discriminatory covenants. These
notices are general and do not identify specific recorded instruments.
Repudiation of identified discriminatory language by recording a declaration in the land records of the
illegal and unenforceable nature of discriminatory covenant(s) associated with a particular property.
Modification, through judicial or public official action, of the land record(s) containing an identified
discriminatory covenant, resulting in creation of a superseding document without the discriminatory
language.
Redaction, through judicial or public official action, of discriminatory covenants in identified documents
within the land records, resulting in removal of the discriminatory language from existing land records.
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Some proposals have called for the complete expungement of records containing discriminatory
covenants. Expungement creates breaks in the chain of title that could significantly increase the cost of
purchasing real estate and may result in a parcel of land with unmarketable title. It is PRIA’s position
that expungement will create more harm than good.
When considering the best approach to dealing with discriminatory language in land records,
policymakers should consider several factors.
One of the benefits of the public land records system is that these records preserve important
historical references beyond the financial transactions they represent. While the use of
discriminatory covenants clearly represents a regrettable period of American history, it is
nonetheless part of our land records history that is worth preserving as a cautionary tale for
future generations.



The impact of altering the language in land records has implications for chain of title, which
tracks interest in the property, as well as the marketability of a parcel of land.



There may be other unintended consequences, such as the possibility of reinstating otherwise
lapsed covenants included in the same document. These are nuances that can negatively impact
the value of real property.

AF
T



The gravity of altering land records is such that a formal judicial process should be strongly considered
rather than simply allowing an administrative procedure that is overseen by the recording office. Only a
small number of recorders are attorneys. Most simply do not have the necessary background to make
the determination of whether specific language qualifies to be removed or redacted.

R

Another factor to consider are full time employee resources and costs associated with the approach
being recommended. Staff time will be required to locate the record, find, and redact the offensive

D

language. There will be costs associated with creating the new archive record. While these may seem
small for each specific instance, when aggregated over a large record set, they can become a burden on
scarce resources. The potential costs will be significant whether executed internally, which will be a
protracted process, or outsourced to a third party.
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PRIA’s Recommendation
Discriminatory restrictive covenants are contrary to law and are a stain on our national history.
However, the impact of Shelley v. Kraemer renders the language of these covenants as legally
unenforceable, so care must be taken so as not to create new legal issues when dealing with verbiage
that has no legal impact.
Determining the enforceability of any recorded document and deciding whether specific language
violates legal precedent or statutory provisions is beyond the scope of the recorder’s office. Such
determinations are best made by the courts, with clear direction provided to the recorder.

AF
T

No single approach is the answer for every jurisdiction. Options will vary based on state law and local
jurisdiction workflows. As stated previously, the possibility for unintended consequences in this process
is strong. The nuances of how records are maintained vary from county to county and will impact
implementation. Thoughtful consideration must be given to avoid creating new problems that may
minimize the benefits intended. The ability to look back on our history is vitally important.

D
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If the recorder has responsibility for searching or redacting the record, this option will financially impact
the operations of the office and the taxpayers.
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